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Scanning the bridge’s frequencies from the passing vehicle’s vibration data has been frequently investigated recently. However, in
previous studies, vehicles were typically simplifed to quarter- or half-car models, and apparent disparity could be observed
between the models and real vehicles. Tomake the vehicle model more practical, in this study, a 3D vehicle model is built to extract
the bridge’s frequencies from vehicle vibrations. For the frst time, equations for calculating the contact-point (CP) response of the
3D vehicle model are derived with tire damping. Furthermore, residual CP responses between front and rear wheels are utilized to
eliminate the inverse efects of road roughness, making the bridge frequencies outstanding in the frequency domain. Te ro-
bustness of the proposed method is tested under diferent infuence factors, and two possible measurement errors are as follows:
the sensor position and axle distance when applying the proposed method in engineering. Results show that the proposed method
performs stably under the infuence of diferent road roughness classes and tire damping. Bridge frequencies can be identifed
when the vehicle is travelling at a highway speed (108 km/h in this study). Environmental noises can submerge the bridge’s high-
order frequencies but have little infuence on the low-frequency range. High bridge damping will restrain the transmission of
bridge vibration to the vehicle, making high-order bridge frequencies less visible. In addition, the errors introduced by a vehicle
body sensor position can be eliminated when calculating the CP responses for tires, thus will not infuence bridge frequency
identifcation. To avoid possible errors induced by manual measurement of the axle distance, a novel cross-correlation function-
based method is employed, which is verifed efective and practical for calculating residual CP responses.

1. Introduction

Bridges are essential infrastructures connecting the trafc
system all over the world. For monitoring purposes, the
modal parameters of the bridge are universally investigated
to evaluate its health conditions [1–3]. Natural frequency, as
the fundamental dynamic property, can provide key health
information of bridges. Mature approaches have been
developed to obtain the bridge’s frequencies using sensors
deployed on the bridge structure (namely, the direct
method). However, several problems are encountered
when applying the direct method in practical engineering.
First, to monitor the bridge at discrete points, a large
number of sensors need to be installed to form a sensing
network, which is undoubtedly expensive and time-
consuming. Due to this reason, long-span or greatly

important bridges are preferentially considered to install
such a system rather than bridges in short or middle span,
which, however, are the majority of the bridge system. Also,
the sensor network generally needs to be installed in the
construction stage. If an existing bridge needs to be equipped
with sensors, a trafc pause may be required for days or
weeks, which is not practical for bridges with heavy trafc
[4]. As the number of newly constructed bridges is in-
creasing and the old ones built in the last century are de-
teriorating, there is a great demand for methods to rapidly
determine bridges’ frequencies.

To solve the problems mentioned above, scanning the
bridge’s modal parameters indirectly (namely, vehicle
scanning method, VSM) using the passing vehicle’s vi-
bration data was initially proposed by Yang et al. in 2004
[5]. In this study, the bridge’s fundamental frequency was
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successfully identifed from a mass-spring model with one
degree of freedom (DOF). Te VSM method only needs
a few sensors installed on the passing vehicle, thus is more
economical compared to the direct method. In addition,
the proposed method can ft various bridges and thus can
be potential to extract a large number of bridges’ fre-
quencies rapidly without interrupting the ongoing trafc.
Due to the above reasons, the characteristics of the VSM
idea attract much interest from scholars all over the world
[6, 7].

In the last two decades, it had been proved that the
bridge’s frequencies, modal shapes, and damping ratios
could be scanned from the passing vehicle’s vibration data
[8], among which the extraction of bridge frequencies from
the vehicle’s accelerations was investigated most frequently.
After the pioneer research [5], the existence of the bridge’s
dynamic information in the vehicle’s vibrations was later
confrmed by many simulations and experiments [9–13].
Since the vibrations are recorded by vehicles, their own
frequencies will pollute the bridge frequency identifcation
results. Naturally, it could be understood that if the vehicle’s
frequencies could be fltered out, the bridge’s frequencies
would be outstanding [14]. However, applying this idea
normally requires the predetermined vehicle’s frequencies.
Later, data preprocessing methods in the time domain were
employed, such as empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
[15], ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) [16],
and variational mode decomposition (VMD) [17]. Data
processing in the time domain is intuitionistic and can be
a powerful tool. However, the vehicle’s dynamic properties
need to be studied well in advance so that the researcher can
identify the bridge’s frequencies manually after the signal
decomposition. Te analysis methods went towards oper-
ational modal analysis (OMA) techniques soon. Stochastic
subspace identifcation (SSI), one of the powerful frequency
identifcation tools for frequency identifcation, was frst
adopted [18]. Other tools such as peak picking (PP) and
frequency domain decomposition (FDD) were also proved
efective for identifying the frequencies of the vehicle and
bridge [19]. Notwithstanding, it was always difcult to
identify the bridge’s frequencies using one vehicle passage in
the frequency domain due to the infuence of vehicle fre-
quencies and road roughness.

In the above studies, the identifcation of the bridge’s
frequencies is always impacted by the vehicle’s frequencies.
Besides, the extraction of the bridge’s frequencies could be
inversely infuenced by the road’s roughness. To solve the
above two key problems, at frst, the vehicle’s parameters
were studied. It was found that high vehicle damping [20],
the increase of vehicle body mass [21], and heavy vehicles
[22] could help suppress the vehicle frequency and the efect
of road roughness, making the bridge’s fundamental fre-
quency highlighted. To eliminate the efects of the vehicle’s
self-vibration parameters, Shirzad-Ghaleroudkhani and Gül
[23] tried to drive the vehicle of the bridge at frst and then
on the bridge to inversely flter out the vehicle’s frequencies.
To overcome the inverse efects of high vehicle speed,
wavelet transform, and Hilbert transform were utilized to
increase the frequency resolution of vehicle accelerations

[24, 25]. Shi and Uddin [26] systematically researched the
efects of diferent parameters in the vehicle bridge in-
teraction (VBI) system on bridge frequency extraction. It
was found that vehicle frequency higher than the interested
bridge frequencies was conducive to bridge frequency ex-
traction. High bridge damping would adversely afect the
bridge frequency identifcation, but the vehicle’s damping
had little infuence on the results. Not only could the ve-
hicle’s parameters be modifed, but also forced excitation
could be applied to the bridge to make its vibrations greater
[27]. With active excitation on the bridge, the passing vehicle
could collect the bridge’s vibration better, and thus the
bridge’s frequencies could be remarkable in the vehicle’s
frequency-domain responses. Te efect of road roughness is
the second negative factor and can pollute bridge frequency
identifcation results. To eliminate the infuence of road
roughness, Kong et al. [28] proposed subtracting the ac-
celerations of two connected trailers towed by a tractor in the
time domain. Compared to using a single vehicle, the re-
sidual responses of two trailers were more efective for
bridge frequency extraction since the efects of road
roughness were weakened. Te two connected two-axle
vehicles (half-car model) were also verifed to be efective
in eliminating the infuence of track irregularity [29].
However, even though the vehicle’s parameters are tuned,
the infuence of the vehicle cannot be eliminated clearly.
Subtracting the rear axle’s accelerations from the front axle’s
accelerations worked poorly for a full-car model [4]. In
addition, on-site operation of connected vehicles and tests of
two runs with the same trace are hard to be achieved in
practice [30].

Using the contact-point (CP) response of the vehicle can
help to overcome the above problem related to the vehicle’s
frequencies. Te idea was frst employed efectively by a 1-
DOF quarter-car model [31]. Later, the idea was tested
successfully by a 2-DOF quarter-car [32] and half-car
models [33]. Further, the associations between vehicle
body and CP responses were investigated using just one
sensor when the quarter-car model was employed [34]. Since
the displacement at contact points consists of two main
resources: the bridge’s defection and road roughness, it has
nothing to do with the vehicle itself. Terefore, the vehicle’s
frequencies are eliminated in the frequency domain. Te
next step is to suppress the negative efects of road
roughness. Similar to the idea of using accelerations, con-
nected vehicles were utilized to remove the infuence of road
roughness [35]. To circumvent the inconvenience of using
connected vehicles in engineering, Yang et al. [36] proposed
to remove the vehicle frequencies and road roughness using
the residual CP responses of a single vehicle, which was
verifed efective with a 2-DOF half-car model. He and Yang
[30] proposed that the residual acceleration spectrum at
contact points of a single two-axle vehicle could be utilized
to identify the bridge’s frequencies. Te frst several fre-
quencies of the bridge were successfully extracted under
diferent conditions. Te CP response is superior in rec-
ognizing the bridge’s modal parameters, and it has been
utilized in many downstream assignments, such as damage
detection [37, 38].
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Tis paper proposes to scan the bridge’s frequencies
using an instrumented 3D vehicle. For the frst time, the CP
response of the 3D vehicle, instead of the commonly used
quarter- or half-car models, is derived from its accelerations.
Tire damping, which is normally ignored in current studies,
is extensively included and analyzed when calculating the CP
response. Further, considering the practical applications, the
position to install accelerometers is the frst-ever analyzed in
the equations for obtaining the CP response. In order to
weaken the infuence of road roughness, the residual CP
response of the 3D vehicle’s wheels is employed. During this
process, a novel cross-correlation function-based method is
employed instead of the vehicular axle distance measured
manually. Several parameters of the VBI system and external
infuence factors are also discussed for the identifcation of
bridge frequencies.

2. Simulation and CP Response Calculation

2.1. Vehicle Bridge Interaction Model

2.1.1. Vehicle Model. Te vehicle model is shown in Figure 1.
Tere are seven DOFs: body bounce zv, body rocking φv,
body pitching θv, and four wheels’ bounces zt1, zt2, zt3, and
zt4, which are displayed by red arrows.Te parameters of the
vehicle are as follows: contact-point displacements:
uc1, uc2, uc3, uc4; vehicle body mass: mv; rocking and pitching
moment of inertia: Ivφ, Ivθ; constants: a1, a2, b1, b2; masses of
wheels: mt1, mt2, mt3, mt4; tires stifness: kt1, kt2, kt3, kt4; tire
damping: ct1, ct2, ct3, ct4; suspension stifness: ks1, ks2, ks3, ks4;
suspension damping: cs1, cs2, cs3, cs4; and vehicle speed: v.
Dynamic equilibrium equations of vehicle’s wheels can be
represented by equations (1a)–(1d). By assembling all the
vehicle’s dynamic equilibrium equations, we can get equa-
tion (2), where Mv,Cv, and Kv are in Appendix and pcv, zv

are shown in equation (3).

mt1 €zt1 − cs1 _zv − _zt1 − b1 _φv + a1
_θv  − ks1 zv − zt1 − b1φv + a1θv(  + ct1 _zt1 − _uc1(  + kt1 zt1 − uc1(  � 0, (1a)

mt2€zt2 − cs2 _zv − _zt2 + b2 _φv + a1
_θv  − ks2 zv − zt2 + b2φv + a1θv(  + ct2 _zt2 − _uc2(  + kt2 zt2 − uc2(  � 0, (1b)

mt3€zt3 − cs3 _zv − _zt3 − b1 _φv − a2
_θv  − ks3 zv − zt3 − b1φv − a2θv(  + ct3 _zt3 − _uc3(  + kt3 zt3 − uc3(  � 0, (1c)

mt4€zt4 − cs4 _zv − _zt4 + b2 _φv − a2θv(  − ks4 zv − zt4 + b2φv − a2θv(  + ct4 _zt4 − _uc4(  + kt4 zt4 − uc4(  � 0, (1d)

Mv €zv  + Cv _zv  + Kv zv  � pcv, (2)

pcv � 0, 0, 0, kt1uc1 + ct1 _uc1, kt2uc2 + ct2 _uc2, kt3uc3 + ct3 _uc3, kt4uc4 + ct4 _uc4 
T
,

zv � zv,φv, θv, zt1, zt2, zt3, zt4 
T

.
(3)

Here, uci � ubi + zri, _uci � _ubi + _zri, i � 1, 2, 3, 4. ubi is the
bridge’s defection at the contact point of i-th wheel. zri is the
road roughness. Initially, the bridge’s defection ubi and
velocity _ubi are assumed as zero. _zri can be obtained
_zri � vzri

′, in which (′) represents the derivative to x, and x is
the distance of the contact point to the bridge’s left end.

2.1.2. Bridge Model. Te bridge in this study is simulated
by Nb Euler–Bernoulli beam element. Two DOFs are
considered for each node: vertical transition (Z axis) and
rotation on the Y axis, which are shown by blue arrows in
Figure 1. Te bridge is simply supported at each end.
Considering the boundary conditions, there are Nb + 1
nodes and 2Nb DOFs in total for the bridge. Te bridge’s
dynamic equilibrium equations can be represented in the
following equation:

Mb €zb  + Cb _zb  + Kb zb  � pb,N, (4)

where Mb, Cb, and Kb are the bridge’s mass, damping, and
stifness matrices. €zb, _zb, and zb are the bridge’s acceleration,

velocity, and defection vector, respectively. pb,N is the nodal
load for the bridge, and it is a vector with 2Nb entries. Te
bridge’s damping matrix is simulated by the Rayleigh
damping assumption, and it can be calculated by
Cb � a0Mb + b0Kb. Since there are two unknown co-
efcients, two damping ratios of the frst two modes ξ1 and
ξ2 must be assumed at frst and then the global damping
matrix Cb can be obtained. Equations (2) and (4) can be
solved by Newmark-β integration method with β� 0.25 and
c � 0.5 for unconditional stability.

2.1.3. Interaction Model. Since the vehicle’s wheels are not
always on the nodes exactly, when the wheel is not on the
nodes, the Hermitian cubic interpolation function is
employed to distribute the CP force to its two adjacent
nodes. For example, in Figure 1, if it is assumed that the frst
two wheels are on the bridge’s fth element and the two rear
wheels are on its r th element, the transmission between the
CP force and nodal force can be calculated by equations
(5)–(7).
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pb,N � Nc ∗ pcb, (5)

Nc �

0 , . . . , 0 , . . . , Nf , . . . , 0
0 , . . . , 0 , . . . , Nf , . . . , 0
0 , . . . ,

0 , . . . ,

Nr , . . . ,

Nr , . . . ,

0 , . . . , 0
0 , . . . , 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

4×2Nb

,

Nf �

1 − 3 ∆xf/ef 
2

+ 2 ∆xf/ef 
3

∆xf ∆xf/ef − 1 
2

3 ∆xf/ef 
2

− 2 ∆xf/ef 
3

∆xf ∆xf/ef 
2

− ∆xf/ef  

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

4×1

,

(6)

pcb �

kt1 zt1 − uc1(  + ct1 _zt1 − _uc1( 

kt2 zt2 − uc2(  + ct2 _zt2 − _uc2( 
,

kt3 zt3 − uc3(  + ct3 _zt3 − _uc3( 

kt4 zt4 − uc4(  + ct4 _zt4 − _uc4( 
.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

4×1

−

mvg ·
a2

a1 + a2( 
·

b2

b1 + b2( 
+ mt1g

mvg ·
a2

a1 + a2( 
·

b1

b1 + b2( 
+ mt2g

,

mvg ·
a1

a1 + a2( 
·

b2

b1 + b2( 
+ mt3g

mvg ·
a1

a1 + a2( 
·

b1

b1 + b2( 
+ mt4g

.

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

4×1

, (7)

where pcb is the CP force for the bridge.
∆xf(t) � xf(t) − (f − 1)ef. ef is the length of f th element,
and xf(t) is the distance from the wheel’s current position at
time t to the bridge’s left end. Namely, ∆xf(t) is the
distance between the contact point and the left node of the f

th element. Similarly, Nr can be calculated by replacing f

by r in Nf in equation (6). Employing the Newmark-β
integration method again for the bridge, we can get its
defection at contact points represented by ub �

ub1, ub2, ub3, ub4 
T

� Nc 
Tzb, and the velocity at contact

points can be obtained as _ub � _ub1, _ub2, _ub3, _ub4 
T

�

v Nc
′ 

T zb  + Nc 
T

_zb. Terefore, equation (3) can be
updated, and after that the defection of the bridge will be
updated accordingly. After several iterations, the bridge’s

defection between two adjacent iterations can converge at
acceptable values, e.g., 1 × 10− 3 mm.

2.2. Road Roughness. Road roughness has a great infuence
on bridge frequency identifcation using the passing vehicle’s
vibration data. As shown in equation (3), the vehicle is
excited by two factors: road roughness and bridge vibrations.
Terefore, how to eliminate or weaken the efect of road
roughness has been frequently investigated in the last decade
[28, 30]. In this study, the road roughness is generated
according to ISO 8608 [39]. Tere are eight classes A–H
(from very good to very poor) based on power spectral
density (PSD).Te process of generating road roughness can
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be represented by a normal zero-mean, real-valued sta-
tionary Gaussian process, as shown in the following
equation:

r1,3(x) � 
N

i�1

���������

2Gd ni( ∆n



cos 2πnix + θi(1,3) ,

r2,4(x) � 
N

i�1

���������

2Gd ni( ∆n



cos 2πnix + θi(2,4) ,

(8)

where r1,3(x) is the road roughness for wheels 1 and 3 and
r2,4(x) is for wheels 2 and 4. Te diference between these
two kinds of road roughness is the random phase angle θi

that is uniformly distributed in [0, 2π]. ∆n is the interval of
spatial frequency and is selected as 0.01 cycle/m in this study.
Gd(ni) is the displacement PSD, and it can be calculated by
the following equation:

Gd ni(  � Gd n0( 
ni

n0
 

− w

, (9)

where Gd(n0) can be properly selected between its lower and
upper limit, which can be found in the reference [39] for
diferent road classes. ni is the spatial frequency, and its
lower and upper limits are taken as 0.01 and 10m− 1. Te

reference spatial frequency n0 is taken as 0.1 cycle/m, and the
ft exponent is assumed as w � 2.

2.3. CP Response Calculation. In this study, seven sensors
(fve translation accelerometers and two angular acceler-
ometers) are utilized to calculate the CP response for the VBI
system.Te frst four translation accelerometers are installed
on the axle close to the four wheels, and another one is
installed on the vehicle’s body. Te rest of the two angular
accelerometers are installed in the same position as the ffth
translation accelerometer. Te infuence of body sensors’
positions will be discussed in Section 4.6. Te accelerations
will be recorded when the vehicle passes over the bridge.
After that, the CP responses can be calculated as follows. In
this section, two scenarios are: with or without tire damping,
are considered for calculating the CP response.

2.3.1. Tire Damping is Ignored. Inmany previous studies, the
tire’s damping was ignored or considered relatively low
[4, 40, 41]. It is acceptable if the damping efects of tires are
ignored to simplify the calculation of CP responses. By
taking the second derivative of equations (1a)–(1d), if
cti, i � 1,2,3,4.  is set as zeros, the CP accelerations of four
wheels €uci(t), i � 1,2,3,4.  can be obtained as

€u
0
c1(t) �

d
2€zt1

dt
2

mt1

kt1
+ €zt1 −

cs1

kt1

d€zv

dt
−

d€zt1

dt
− b1

d€φv

dt
+ a1

d€θv

dt
) −

ks1

kt1
€zv − €zt1 − b1€φv + a1

€θv), (10a)

€u
0
c2(t) �

d
2€zt2

dt
2

mt2

kt2
+ €zt2 −

cs2

kt2

d€zv

dt
−

d€zt2

dt
+ b2

d€φv

dt
+ a1

d€θv

dt
) −

ks2

kt2
€zv − €zt2 + b2€φv + a1

€θv), (10b)

€u
0
c3(t) �

d
2€zt3

dt
2

mt3

kt3
+ €zt3 −

cs3

kt3

d€zv

dt
−

d€zt3

dt
− b1

d€φv

dt
− a2

d€θv

dt
) −

ks3

kt3
€zv − €zt3 − b1€φv − a2

€θv), (10c)

€u
0
c4(t) �

d
2€zt4

dt
2

mt4

kt4
+ €zt4 −

cs4

kt4

d€zv

dt
−

d€zt4

dt
+ b2

d€φv

dt
− a2

d€θv

dt
) −

ks4

kt4
€zv − €zt4 + b2€φv − a2

€θv), (10d)

where mti, kti, csi, and ksi can be tested before the experi-
ment. €zv, €φv, €θv, and €zti are accelerations measured in the
experiment. a1, a2 and b1, b2 are constant parameters
measured for the vehicle. Te zero in the top right corner of
€u0

ci(t) means the zero tire damping scenario. Te frst-order
derivative of the accelerations can be approximately

calculated by frst-order fnite diference formulas, and the
second-order of them can be obtained with second-order
central formulas as shown in equation (11), where j means
the j th sampling point, and ∆t is the sampling time interval
which can be calculated by 1/fs, where fs is the sampling
frequency.

d€zti

dt
�

€zti(j) − €zti(j − 1)

∆t
,
d€zv

dt
�

€zv(j) − €zv(j − 1)

∆t
,
d€φv

dt
�

€φv(j) − €φv(j − 1)

∆t
,
d€θv

dt
�

€θv(j) − €θv(j − 1)

∆t
,

d
2€zti

dt
2 �

€zti(j + 1) − 2€zti(j) + €zti(j − 1)

(∆t)
2 , i � 1, 2, 3, 4; j � 2, 3, . . . .

(11)
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2.3.2. Tire Damping is Considered. Practical tests have
verifed that tire damping exists and can infuence the ve-
hicle’s vibrations [42]. Taking the second derivative of
equations (1a)–(1d) and rearranging items about €uci, we can
get equations (12) and (13), in which we use d at the top right
corner of €ud

ci(t) to represent the scenario when tire damping
is considered. From equation (13), we can understand that if
cti/kti is relatively small (e.g., < 10− 3 s), the frst item in

equation (13) cti/kti ∙ d€ud
ci(t)/dt will contribute little for the

fnal results of €ud
ci(t), and thus it can be ignored. Ten, we

can get €ud
ci(t) ≈ Qi(t). However, when the ratio of the tire’s

damping to stifness cti/kti is relatively high (e.g., > 10− 3 s),
the frst item in equation (13) cannot be ignored. By solving
the frst-order linear diferential equations and assuming
that the CP responses start at zero at t � 0, equation (14) can
be obtained for four wheels.

Qi(t) � €u
0
ci(t) + cti

d€zti

dt
, i � 1, 2, 3, 4, (12)

cti

kti

d€u
d
ci(t)

dt
+ €u

d
ci(t) � Qi(t), i � 1, 2, 3, 4, (13)

€u
d
ci(t) �

kti

cti

e
− kti/ctit 

t

0
Qi(τ)e

kti/ctiτdτ , i � 1, 2, 3, 4. (14)

In engineering, accelerations are sampled by sensors in
discrete format, so the integration item in equation (14)
cannot be obtained directly. Te integration is transformed
into numerical summation with respect to the time, as
shown in the following equation:

€u d
ci(t) �

kti

cti



t/∆t

j�1
Qi

j e
kti/cti(jΔt− t)∆t⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦, i � 1, 2, 3, 4; j � 1, 2, . . . ,

(15)

where ∆t is the sampling time interval the same as before and
j means the jth sampling point of accelerations. Qi|j is
calculated at the jth point using equation (12). In this study,
the simplest rectangular numerical integration method is
utilized. Midpoint, Trapezoid, or Simpson’s rule can be
utilized to improve the precision of numerical integration.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulation. Tis section discusses a case study based on
the analysis in Section 2. Te vehicle and bridge’s parameters
can be found in Table 1. All symbols are the same as introduced
before. Te sampling time interval for both the vehicle and the
bridge is set as 0.001 s (fs �1000Hz). Te vehicle and the
bridge are assumed motionless at the beginning (zero dis-
placements, zero velocity, and zero acceleration), and the
contact responses for four wheels are set as zeros when t � 0.

For the vehicle, its frequencies are denoted by fv1 − fv7
in Table 1. Tire damping of the vehicle is from the reference
[4], and other parameters are collected from a car in the
reference [43]. Te vehicle’s axle distance and width are
2.87m and 1.45m, respectively. Due to the uneven weights
on the vehicle, the gravity center is not in the geometrical
center of the vehicle body but is eccentrically located.
Namely, a1, a2, b1, andb2 are mutually diferent. Te gravity
center of the vehicle body is difcult to be located in practice.
Te infuence of errors in locating the gravity center will be
discussed later in Section 4.6.

For the bridge, it is simply supported at each end with
a span length of 25m. It is divided into 10 elements, and each
element’s length is 2.5m. Te FE model of the bridge is
shown in Figure 2. All parameters of the bridge are collected
from the reference [44]. With the above parameters, the
bridge’s frst three frequencies can be obtained, as shown in
Table 1. Te bridge’s damping is temporarily assumed as
zero and will be considered in Section 4.5. During the
passage of the vehicle, only the points under the four tires are
excited and other bridge elements will vibrate freely. To
obtain the second frequency of the bridge, the accelerometer
installed on the bridge is on its left half span to collect the
bridge’s vibration data.

For the road roughness, in this section, A class (very good)
with Gd(n0) � 4 × 10− 6 m3 road is utilized for the comparison
to the “no roughness” scenario. Te infuence of diferent road
roughness classes will be discussed in Section 4.1. Te two left
wheels are assumed to pass on the same road roughness, and
the right twowheels will pass on the same roughness as well but
diferent from the left roughness. Road roughness for left and
right wheels is shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(c).

According to Yang et al. [36], a key infuence of using
a generated road profle is that the vehicle’s wheel will not
experience the zigzag road roughness point by point.Tere is
a contact area between the tire and the bridge. A commonly
employed way to handle this efect is to use the smoothed
road profle. In this study, it is assumed that the contact
length of the vehicle’s tire and the bridge is 0.04m. Namely,
a 0.04m (0.04/5/0.001� 8 sampling points) moving average
flter (MAF) is used to smooth the original road roughness.
Te smoothed road roughness is represented by the red
dotted line in Figures 3(a) and 3(c), and the PSD of them is
plotted in Figures 3(b) and 3(d). It can be seen that the
generated road roughness can ft the A-class road in IOS
8608 very well, and the road roughness for left wheels and
right wheels are diferent. Terefore, the vehicle passing the
road will have pitching and rocking vibrations at the
same time.
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3.2. Results and Discussion

3.2.1. No Road Roughness. When no road roughness is
considered, the vehicle body’s vibrations and frequency-
domain responses can be found in Figure 4. Because
there is no road roughness, the left and right wheels will
experience just the bridge’s defection. Since the vehicle’s
gravity center is not in the geometrical center of its body, the
pitching and rocking efects occur simultaneously. But it can
be seen that the rocking angular accelerations are much
smaller than the pitching and bounce responses, and they are
not on the same scale. Figure 4(b) plots the normalized
amplitudes of the vehicle body’s accelerations. It can be
observed that the bridge’s frst two frequencies (only
0–20Hz responses are plotted because 20–50Hz responses
are very weak and near zero) can be identifed, but the
second bridge frequency is relatively weak. Te vehicle’s frst
three frequencies are noticeable in the frequency domain.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) plot the vertical accelerations of the
vehicle’s four wheels. It can be seen that the vehicle’s vertical
vibrations are similar to the free vibrations of a single degree
of freedom structure when it passes on the bridge. Because
there is no road roughness, the front two wheels’ vibrations
are nearly the same, and so are the rear two wheels. Tis is
because the excitation for four wheels comes from the de-
fection of the bridge only. From normalized amplitudes, we
can see that in the frequency domain, the bridge’s frst three
frequencies can be found, but the third one is relatively weak.

Figure 5 plots the vibration data of the bridge. From
Figure 5, it can be seen that the bridge’s vibration is peri-
odical. Its frst three frequencies can be clearly found using
the vibrations recorded by the sensor installed on the bridge.

No vehicle frequency peaks are found. Similar to the ve-
hicle’s frequency-domain responses, the amplitude at the
bridge’s third frequency is relatively low.

Te results for calculating the CP responses of wheel 2 are
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 6(a) that the
calculated CP responses (using equation (15)) are nearly the
same as the true CP responses. Here, the true CP responses
mean the ones obtained by using the road profle and the
bridge’s defection directly because these two are already
known in simulation. However, in practical engineering, the
road roughness and the bridge’s defection are not known; they
must be calculated indirectly using equations (10), (12), or (15).
Te high overlapping between the true and calculated CP
responses of wheel 2 verifes that the derived equations are
correct. It can be seen from Figure 6(b) that the bridge’s frst
three frequencies can be clearly identifed when wheel 2’s CP
responses are utilized without the interference of vehicle fre-
quencies. Note that when wheels 1, 3, and 4 are employed to
obtain the according CP responses, the normalized amplitudes
can also indicate the bridge’s frst three frequencies. To save the
length of this paper, they are not plotted here. Te back-
calculated CP responses can be good references for extracting
the bridge’s frequencies. Also, it should be noted that because of
the shifting efect of the vehicle’s moving speed, the bridge’s
frequencies extracted from CP responses will be split into two
frequencies: fbn − nπv/lb and fbn + nπv/lb, which can be also
observed in references [26, 36].

By the analysis above, it can be clearly seen that the vehicle’s
vibration data not only include the modes of it but also contain
the bridge’s dynamic information. By comparison of Figures 4
and 6, we can fnd that the vehicle’s frequencies have been
totally fltered out when the wheel’s CP responses rather than
its accelerations are employed, making the bridge’s frequencies
highlighted and more visible.

3.2.2. With Road Roughness: A-Class. Road roughness is
a crucial factor inversely infuencing the bridge frequency
extraction from the vehicle’s vibration data. In this section,
the A-class road roughness generated in Section 3.1 will be

Table 1: Parameters of the vehicle and bridge.

VBI Vehicle parameters Values

Vehicle

mv 1085 kg
Ivφ 1100 kg · m2

Ivθ 820 kg · m2

mt1, mt2, mt3, mt4 40, 40, 40, 40 kg
cs1, cs2, cs3, cs4 2 × 103, 2 × 103, 2 × 103, 2 × 103 N · s/m
ct1, ct2, ct3, ct4 430, 430,430,430N · s/m
ks1, ks2, ks3, ks4 1 × 104, 1 × 104, 1 × 104, 1 × 104 N/m
kt1, kt2, kt3, kt4 1.5 × 105, 1.5 × 105, 1.5 × 105, 1.5 × 105 N/m

a1, a2, b1, b2 1.4, 1.47, 0.7, 0.75m
Speed v 5m/s (18 km/h)

Vehicle frequencies fv1 − fv7 0.673, 0.935, 1.551, 10.066, 10.067, 10.069, 10.074Hz

Bridge

Length lb 25m
Young’s modulus E 27.5GPa
Moment of inertia Ib 0.2m4

Mass per unit length m 2400 kg/m
Bridge frequencies fb1 − fb3 3.805, 15.220, 34.260Hz

θb zb

25 m
2.5 m

Accelerometer

Figure 2: FE model of the bridge.
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utilized. Te simulation results of the vehicle’s accelera-
tion are shown in Figure 7. We can see that due to the
infuence of the road roughness, the vehicle’s acceleration
amplitude is much greater. It can be seen from Figure 7(a)
that due to the road roughness under four wheels, the
vehicle body’s accelerations have been on the nearly same
scale, meaning the success of simulation for diferent road
roughness for the vehicle’s two left wheels and two right
wheels. Diferent from the scenario of no road roughness
discussed in Section 3.2.1, in Figure 7(b), the bridge’s frst
two frequencies cannot be identifed anymore.
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) plot the accelerations of the vehicle’s
wheels. It can be seen that the wheels’ accelerations are
quite complex. In its frequency-domain responses, the
bridge’s frequencies have been submerged in the ampli-
tudes. Most peaks locate near vehicle’s fv4 − fv7 and the
bridge frequencies cannot be picked out accurately.

For the bridge, it can be seen from Figure 8 that it is
excited greater owing to the road roughness. Te frst
three frequencies can be identifed better than the

scenario of no road roughness. Also, it can be observed
that the acceleration magnitude of the bridge (− 0.05 to
0.05 m/s2) is smaller than that of the vehicle’s wheels (− 3.0
to 3.0 m/s2).

Similarly, CP responses of wheel 2 can also be calculated
with good precision using equation (15), as shown in
Figure 9(a). To present the accuracy of back-calculated CP
responses, the mean absolute error (MAE) is calculated using
equation (16), where yt represents the calculated CP responses
andyt means the ground truth.TeMAE value can be obtained
as 0.797m/s2. Considering the scale of CP response is [− 10, 10],
such errors will not cause large deviations when identifying
bridge frequencies using calculated CP responses. However,
even though the CP responses calculation is precise, the bridge’s
frequencies cannot be identifed in the frequency domain
anymore. Most peaks in the frequency domain are about the
road roughness that is generated randomly. Terefore, we can
understand that in the frequency domain of a single wheel’s
accelerations or CP responses, the bridge’s frequencies will be
overshadowed by the infuence of road roughness.
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Figure 3: Road roughness: (a) Road roughness for left wheels. (b) PSD of road roughness for left wheels. (c) Road roughness for right wheels.
(d) PSD of road roughness for right wheels.
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Figure 4: Vehicle’s vibrations and FFTamplitude: no road roughness. (a) Vehicle’s rocking and pitching acceleration. (b) |FFT| of rocking
and pitching acceleration. (c) Vehicle’s body and wheels’ acceleration. (d) |FFT| of body and wheels’ acceleration.
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Figure 5: Bridge acceleration and FFT amplitude: no road roughness. (a) Bridge’s acceleration. (b) |FFT| of bridge’s acceleration.
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MAE �
1
N



N

t�1
yt − yt


. (16)

To solve the above problem caused by road roughness, the
residual CP responses can be utilized. Compared to reference
employing connected vehicles, this study utilizes only one 3D
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Figure 6: CP response of wheel 2 and FFTamplitude: no road roughness. (a) CP responses of wheel 2. (b) |FFT| of wheel 2’s CP responses.
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Figure 7: Vehicle’s vibrations and FFT amplitude: A-class road roughness. (a) Vehicle’s rocking and pitching acceleration. (b) |FFT| of
rocking and pitching acceleration. (c) Vehicle’s body and wheels’ acceleration. (d) |FFT| of body and wheels’ acceleration.
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vehicle passing the bridge. Since it has been proved that the
vehicle’s frequencies can be removed by utilizing the CP
responses in Section 3.2.1, if the road roughness infuence can
be eliminated, the bridge’s frequencies can be extracted better.
Wheels on the same side of the vehicle will experience the
same road roughness with a time lag (the vehicle is assumed to
run in a straight line), so the CP responses of them will be
partially the same when they pass the same road roughness
point. Actually, the CP responses contain two parts: the
acceleration caused by road roughness and the bridge’s de-
fection. When two wheels pass the same position on the
bridge, the only diference between their CP responses is the
component caused by the bridge’s defection. Terefore, by
subtracting the rear wheel’s CP responses (wheels 3 and 4)
from the front wheel’s CP responses (wheels 1 and 2) at the
same place on the bridge, the road roughness efects can be

eliminated. Te residual CP responses’ normalized ampli-
tudes in the frequency domain are plotted in Figure 10. Te
time lag can be represented by sampling point interval (SPI),
which denotes how many sampling points should be shifted
from the front wheel’s signals. In engineering, the SPI can be
calculated by the distance between the front and rear axle
(lv � a1 + a2), vehicle speed v, and the sampling frequency fs

by SPI � lv/v · fs. However, it is hard to measure lv precisely
in a practical application. Te infuence of SPI and the so-
lution to obtain it will be introduced in Section 4.7.

Figure 10 plots the identifed bridge’s frequencies using
the residual CP responses of wheels 1 and 3 and wheels 2 and
4. We can see that the calculated residual CP response
amplitudes can match real amplitudes very well, indicating
that the CP response calculation using equation (15) can
meet good precision. Also, it can be found that using the
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Figure 8: Bridge acceleration and FFT amplitude: A-class road roughness. (a) Bridge’s acceleration. (b) |FFT| of bridge’s acceleration.
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Figure 9: CP response of wheel 2 and FFT amplitude: A-class road roughness. (a) CP responses of wheel 2. (b) |FFT| of wheel 2’s CP
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residual responses of wheels 1 and 3 (left wheels) or 2 and 4
(right wheels) can both identify the bridge’s frst three
frequencies without the pollution of the vehicle’s frequen-
cies. Compared to the amplitude in Figure 6 when no road
roughness is considered, using the residual CP responses
makes the bridge’s third frequency highlighted.

4. Parametric Study

Before applying the proposed method in engineering, the
fexibility must be tested under diferent conditions. Since
both wheels 1and 3 and wheels 2 and 4 can identify the
bridge’s frequencies, in the following content, only nor-
malized residual CP amplitudes using wheels 1 and 3 are
displayed. Unless special statement, the parameters are the
same as Section 3.2.2.

4.1. Road Roughness. In Section 3.2, extraction of the
bridge’s frequencies with no road roughness and A-class
road roughness is discussed. However, in practical engi-
neering, the bridge’s road class is unknown. In this section,
the road classes B (Gd(n0) � 32 × 10− 6m3), C
(Gd(n0) � 128 × 10− 6m3), D (Gd(n0) � 512 × 10− 6m3), and
E (Gd(n0) � 2048 × 10− 6m3) will be investigated. It is as-
sumed that the bridge’s road surface is under the same class,
meaning that the scenario that two left wheels and two right
wheels experience diferent class road roughness is impos-
sible. With the same parameters in Section 3.2 and road
roughness of diferent classes, Figure 11 can be obtained.

We can see from Figure 11 that because the road
roughness has been eliminated from the residual CP re-
sponses, diferent classes of road roughness do not have an
obvious infuence on the extraction of the bridge’s fre-
quencies. Also, it can be seen that the peaks of the frst
three bridge frequencies are diferent. Tis is because the

road roughness is generated randomly. Te moving forces
applied to the bridge will be diferent due to the random
roughness. Terefore, which frequency will be the highest
is also random. Similarly, it can be found that each
bridge’s frequency is also split into two frequencies, just
like in Figure 10.

4.2. Vehicle Speed. Vehicle speed is one of the most im-
portant factors infuencing the extraction of the bridge’s
frequencies from the vehicle’s accelerations. High speed
will typically increase the excitation amplitude induced by
the vehicle so that the bridge will be excited greater. Tis is
conducive to transferring the bridge’s dynamic in-
formation to the vehicle. In comparison, if the vehicle’s
speed is low, the vehicle will move only a little distance in
a sampling interval, and the road roughness will vary very
little. Tus, the excitation is relatively smaller, and thus
both the vehicle and bridge will be excited just slightly,
which may not be enough for bridge frequency identif-
cation. However, very high speed will make the vehicle’s
passing time too short to be analyzed. Te vehicle cannot
collect sufcient data, thus limiting the bridge’s dynamic
information in the vehicle’s accelerations. Hence,
selecting a proper vehicle speed is of great importance
before applying the VSM.

In Section 3, the vehicle at 5m/s speed is discussed. In
this section, another four vehicle speeds, 2.5, 7.5, 15, and
30m/s (representing 9, 27, 54, and 108 km/h in actual cases),
are considered when extracting the bridge’s frequencies
from residual CP responses. Te bridge frequency identi-
fcation results are shown in Figure 12.

From Figure 12, we can see that when the speed is
relatively low (see 2.5m/s) because the vehicle’s passing time
is long, the frequency resolution is high. However, as the
speed is low, the bridge is not fully excited. It can be found
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Figure 10: Normalized residual CP amplitude of the vehicle. (a) Residual CP amplitude using wheels 1 and 3. (b) Residual CP amplitude
using wheels 2 and 4.
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from Figure 12(a) that the bridge’s frst three frequencies can
be identifed, but the third one is very weak. After the speed
increases to 7.5m/s or 15m/s, it can be noticed that the frst
three frequencies of the bridge can be extracted very well. At
the same time, we can see that the frequency resolution
gradually decreases, and the width of the frequency peaks
becomes wider. When the speed reaches 30m/s (highway
speed), the vehicle’s passing time will become only 1.025 s.
Te identifed frequency spectrum becomes quite poor. But
the bridge’s frst three frequencies can still be outstanding,
which demonstrates the efectiveness of the proposed
method. It is also worth noting that after the vehicle speed
increases the phenomenon that the bridge’s frequency is split
into two frequencies: fbn − nπv/lb and fbn + nπv/lb are more
noticeable. Tis result matches fndings in references when
quarter- or half-car models are utilized [26, 45].

4.3. Vehicle Tire Damping. Te transmission of dynamic
information between the bridge and vehicle is accomplished
via four tires. When calculating the CP responses, the tire’s
damping is a key factor infuencing which equations will be
utilized (e.g., zero damping: equation (10), little damping:
equation (12), and high damping: equation (15)). Compared
with Section 3, in this section, two additional scenarios will
be discussed: zero damping and high damping. Te high
damping is simulated by increasing the tire damping
ct1, ct2, ct3, ct4 in Table 1 by ten times, namely, 4500N · s/m.

Figure 13 plots the comparison between the true and
calculated CP responses of wheel 2 using diferent equations
under diferent scenarios. To make lines more distin-
guishable, only responses within the frst 1 s are displayed.
When no tire damping is considered, as shown in
Figure 13(a), we can see that the CP responses of wheel 2 can
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Figure 11: Normalized residual CP amplitude: diferent road roughness classes. (a) Normalized residual CP amplitude: class B. (b) Normalized
residual CP amplitude: class C. (c) Normalized residual CP amplitude: class D. (d) Normalized residual CP amplitude: class E.
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be calculated with good precision using equation (10).
Accordingly, the extracted normalized residual CP ampli-
tude is plotted by the green line in Figure 13(d). It can be
seen that the bridge’s frst three frequencies are successfully
identifed. When high tire damping is considered, the CP
response estimation using equation (12) does not work, as
shown in Figure 13(b). Obvious errors can be noticed be-
tween true and calculated CP responses. Tis is because the
frst item in equation (13) cannot be ignored under this
condition. To obtain the CP responses accurately, equation
(15) is employed, and the results are shown in Figure 13(c). It
can be seen that for the high damping scenario, CP responses
can be obtained precisely. But at the beginning, due to the
entry of the front wheels and high damping, some difer-
ential errors are noticed. Utilizing calculated CP responses
with high tire damping, the bridge’s frst three frequencies

are obtained, as shown by the yellow line in Figure 13(d).We
can see that the bridge’s frst three frequencies can still be
clearly identifed.

Also, it can be seen that the calculated CP responses of
wheel 2 with and without damping are much similar (see
Figures 13(a) and 13(c)). To investigate the reason for this
observed phenomenon, the bridge’s defections under the
front and rear CP points are plotted in Figure 14. In fact, the
displacement at CP points includes two parts: the road
roughness and the bridge’s defection. Te road roughness is
the same for both zero and high damping scenarios. For the
bridge’s defection, from Figure 14, we can see that the
bridge’s defection under the front CP point is much similar,
and only a slight diference (see the red line and blue dotted
line) can be observed. So is the bridge’s defection under the
rear CP point (see the yellow line and brown dotted line).
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Figure 12: Normalized residual CP amplitude: diferent vehicle speeds. (a) Normalized residual CP amplitude: 2.5m/s. (b) Normalized
residual CP amplitude: 7.5m/s. (c) Normalized residual CP amplitude: 15m/s. (d) Normalized residual CP amplitude: 30m/s.
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Tis can explain the above phenomena that the CP responses
are similar, whether the damping is zero or high. Terefore,
the above analysis indicates that the vehicle’s tire damping
has little infuence on the extraction of the bridge’s fre-
quencies when CP responses are employed.

4.4. Noise Level. In engineering, environmental and mea-
surement system noises are inevitable. Generally, the noise
level is between 1% and 10% [4, 36]. In this section, the
infuence of diferent environmental noise levels 1%, 3%, 5%,
and 7% are considered. All measured accelerations of the
vehicle will be contaminated by simulated noises. Te
process of adding noises can be fnished by the following
equation [46]:

xnoise � x + nl ·

������

‖x‖2/nx



· randn nx( , (17)

where x is a vector representing the acceleration of the
vehicle in one DOF and nx is its length. nl is the noise level,
and it is 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, or 0.07 herein. randn(nx) is

a function that can generate an nx-dimension vector in-
cluding entries that are independently drawn from the
standard normal distribution. All other parameters are the
same as in Section 3.2.2. An example of adding 5% noise to
the acceleration of wheel 2 is shown in Figure 15(a). Ac-
cordingly, utilizing equation (15), its CP responses can be
obtained as shown in Figure 15(b). We can see that due to
the infuence of noises, the calculated CP responses cannot
match the real CP responses very well. Under diferent noise
levels, the results of identifying the bridge’s frequencies are
shown in Figure 16.

It can be seen from Figure 16 that when the noise level is
relatively low (see 1% noise), even though the calculated CP
responses cannot match true CP responses very well, the
bridge’s frst three frequencies can still be clearly identifed.
With the increase in noise level (see 3% noise), the bridge’s
third frequency is partially submerged by noisy peaks.
Compared with Figure 10(a) when no noise is introduced,
identifcation of the bridge’s frst two frequencies is also
infuenced. After the noise level increases to 5% and 7%, the
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Figure 13: Calculated CP responses and residual amplitude using diferent tire damping (wheel 2). (a) CP responses: zero damping, using
equation (10). (b) CP responses: high damping, using equation (12). (c) CP responses: high damping, using equation (15). (d) Residual CP
amplitude: zero and high damping.
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third frequency is totally overshadowed by the noise.
However, the adverse noise efects only occur in the rela-
tively high-frequency range (>20Hz), and the frst two
frequencies are still identifable.

From the aforementioned analysis, we can see that the
environmental noises are negative for the extraction of the
bridge’s frequencies from CP responses. Tis is because the
environmental noises are random and cannot be removed by
residual CP responses. Fortunately, in practical engineering,
the noise frequencies are normally in the high-frequency
range, and the bridge’s frequencies are low, making the
proposed method more applicable in engineering. To im-
prove the performance of the proposed method, a low-pass
flter can be utilized to alleviate the inverse efects of noises.

4.5. Bridge Damping. As discussed in Section 2, the bridge’s
damping ratio is simulated by Rayleigh damping, in which
two order damping ratios need to be determined at frst. In
this section, two scenarios: ξ1 � ξ2 � 1% and ξ1 � ξ2 � 2%
are used to calculate the damping matrix of the bridge Cb.
Other parameters are the same as in Section 3.2.2.Te bridge
frequency identifcation results are shown in Figure 17.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that when the damping
ratio is relatively low, the bridge’s frst three frequencies can
be identifed very well, but peaks around the bridge’s fre-
quencies become more complex after the bridge’s frst two
order damping ratios increase to 2%. It can be seen that
peaks at both the second and third frequencies are sup-
pressed. Bridges with high damping will negatively infuence
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Figure 15: Accelerations and CP responses of wheel 2: with noise. (a) Accelerations of wheel 2: with or without noise. (b) CP responses of
wheel 2: true and with noise.
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the transmission of their dynamics to the vehicle. Moreover,
when the bridge’s damping is high, its vibrations will be
restrained as well, which makes CP responses include less
bridge information.

4.6. Body Sensor Position. When calculating the CP re-
sponses for a wheel using equations (10), (12), or (15),
ksi, csi, kti, cti, mti, i � 1,2,3,4.  and mv, Ivφ, Ivθ can be mea-
sured and updated by on-site tests. Te positions of four
accelerometers measuring wheels’ accelerations can be re-
ferred to S5 − S8 in reference [42]. As the vehicle’s body in
this study is assumed to be rigid, the positions of two angular
accelerometers measuring €φv and €θv on the vehicle’s body

have no infuence on the collected angular accelerations.
However, for the body’s translation accelerometer, requiring
it to be installed on the gravity center exactly is too strict
since the gravity center cannot be captured without pro-
fessional equipment. Tis section will investigate the in-
fuence of the vehicle body sensor position on back-
calculated CP responses.

To investigate the positional infuence of the body’s
translation accelerometer, Figure 18 shows a sensor po-
sition (the red point) that is diferent from the gravity
center (the black point). When the vertical accelerations
of the vehicle body are measured, the constants for the
vehicle body will be changed accordingly, as shown in the
following equation:
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Figure 16: Normalized residual CP amplitude: diferent noise levels. (a) Normalized residual CP amplitude: 1% noise. (b) Normalized
residual CP amplitude: 3% noise. (c) Normalized residual CP amplitude: 5% noise. (d) Normalized residual CP amplitude: 7% noise.
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a1 � a1 − e2; a2 � a2 + e2;
b1 � b1 + e1;

b2 � b2 − e1, (18)

where a1, a2,
b1,

b2 are new constants for the vehicle body
when the sensor is not put on the gravity center exactly.
a1, a2, b1, b2 are the original constants for locating the gravity
center. At the same time, even though the angular accel-
erations collected on the new position are the same as the
gravity center, the vertical acceleration will be impacted by
the sensor position. Te updated vehicle body’s vertical
acceleration can be calculated by the following equation:

€zv � €zv + e1€φv + e2
€θv, (19)

where €zv is the acceleration of the vehicle body’s gravity
center which cannot be directly measured in practice. €zv is
the acceleration measured on the new sensor position. By
replacing €zv, a1, a2, b1, b2 by €zv, a1, a2,

b1,
b2 in equation (12),

we can notice that values of Qi(t) will not be changed, and

the infuence of errors on sensor position has been elimi-
nated in equation (12). Since Qi(t) is not changed and
equation (15) is just related to kti, cti, and Qi(t). Te cal-
culated CP responses will not change. In other words, the
body translation sensor’s position will not infuence the
results of calculated CP responses as long as a1, a2,

b1,
b2 are

carefully measured to locate the sensor’s position on the
vehicle body.

Te aforementioned analysis is based on the assumption
that the vehicle body is absolutely rigid. In practice, the
vehicle body may deform slightly due to the excitation
transmitted from the suspension system. Tis may render
some errors in measuring the vehicle body’s vertical or
angular accelerations. Tus, the authors would recommend
that (1) angular accelerometers should be installed close to
the body’s translation accelerometer and (2) the position of
three body accelerometers are suggested to be installed as
close as possible to the gravity center so as to eliminate the
inverse efects on the body’s deformation.

4.7. SamplingPoint Interval. In the last sections, the distance
between the front and rear axle must be precisely measured
so that the SPI between the front and rear wheels can be
obtained when used to subtract CP responses of the rear
wheel (e.g., wheel 3) from the front wheel (e.g., wheel 1).
However, precise measurement of the distance between two
wheels will be impossible due to the measurement precision.
To solve the above problem in engineering, in this study, the
cross-correlation function (CCF) of the front and rear
wheels’ CP responses is utilized to measure the value of SPI.
As discussed previously, the displacement at CP points
contains two parts: the road roughness and the bridge’s
defection. Te bridge’s vibrations are normally submerged
by the road’s roughness, as shown in Figure 9(b).
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Figure 17: Normalized residual CP amplitude: diferent bridge damping. (a) First two order damping ratio: 1%. (b) First two order damping
ratio: 2%.
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Notwithstanding, the above characteristics can also provide
an idea for calculating the distance between the front and
rear wheels. By calculating the CCF value of CP responses
of front and rear wheels, how many sampling points should
be shifted from the front wheel’s CP responses can be
obtained, namely, the SPI value. Te basic principle of the
proposed method is that when the front and rear wheels
experience the same point of road roughness, their CP
responses will be highly related since the response caused
by road roughness plays a main role in the CP responses. A
similar method has been investigated by reference [4]
where the front and rear wheels’ accelerations are
employed. To improve the proposed method, CP responses
are utilized in this study. Using CCF values of CP re-
sponses, no measurement of axle distance is needed, thus
avoiding the error of measurement. Since this study utilized

the CP responses rather than the vehicle’s accelerations,
compared to the reference [4], interference of vehicle’s
frequencies is avoided.

Figure 19(a) shows the CP response of wheels 1 and 3. By
calculating their CCF, Figure 19(b) can be obtained. It can be
seen that when the distance between two axles is lv � 2.87m
and the sampling frequency is fs � 1000Hz, the SPI � − 574
is obtained between wheels 1 and 3. Tis result matches the
method SPI � lv/v · fs mentioned in Section 3.2.2. Utilizing
the determined SPI value, the residual CP responses of
wheels 1 and 3 are obtained. Teir normalized residual CP
amplitude can be calculated by FFT, which is exactly the
same as Figure 10(a). Employing the above method, the
distance between two axles lv does not need to be measured
manually, thus avoiding the error introduced by artifcial
measurement.
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Figure 19: CP responses and CCF value for wheels 1 and 3. (a) CP responses of wheels 1 and 3. (b) CCF values with respect to SPI value.
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Figure 20: SPI calculation and normalized residual CP amplitude: lv � 2.882m. (a) CCF values with respect to SPI value. (b) Normalized
residual CP amplitude.
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Another potential problem is that, in practice, the
measurement precision of the distance between front and
rear axles is generally in millimeter-level (not decimeter-
level). For example, if the exact distance of two wheels is
lv � 2.882m (a1 � 1.4m and a2 � 1.482m) and the vehicle
speed is v � 5m/s, the minimum sampling distance in-
terval is 5 mm. Tis means that when the rear wheel
passes the same roughness as the front wheel passes, due
to the limitation of the sampling frequency, the corre-
sponding acceleration is not recorded at that roughness
point. Utilizing the proposed CCF-based method, it can
be calculated as SPI � − 576, as shown in Figure 20(a) (the
true value should be SPI � 2.882/5 × 1000 � 576.4).
Terefore, there is a 0.4 × 5 /1000 � 0.002m error between
the calculated axle distance and the true one. Employing
the SPI value − 576 calculated by CCF and repeating the
same process for wheels 1 and 3, we can obtain
Figure 20(b).

It can be seen from Figure 20(b) that the bridge’s frst
three frequencies are also captured even though there is
a 2mm error in axle distance measurement; such a minor
error will not cause large divergences in identifying the
bridge’s frequencies since the road roughness does not
change very sharply in such a small distance. Tus, the
efectiveness of the CCF-based method is verifed and can be
applied in engineering. If more accurate results are expected,
the authors recommend that the sampling frequency be
improved so that residual CP responses can be calculated
more accurately.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Tis paper proposes a promising method to extract the
bridge’s several frequencies from the vehicle’s accelera-
tion data. To extract the bridge’s frequencies accurately
and efciently, the residual CP responses between the
front and rear wheels are employed. Te major negative
infuence of road roughness is suppressed, and the vehicle
frequencies are eliminated by the proposed method,
making the bridge’s frequencies more noticeable. To test
the robustness of the proposed method, several factors,
including vehicle parameters, environmental noises,
bridge damping, and measurement errors, are consid-
ered. Several concluding remarks are drawn in the
following:

(1) A 3D vehicle with seven DOFs is established to
simulate a real car with four wheels, and the equa-
tions for calculating CP responses using a full-car
model’s vibrations are derived. Te vehicle wheel’s
CP responses calculated by the derived equations are
vehicle frequency-free, making the bridge frequen-
cies highlighted and easily recognized.

(2) Te road roughness is a key factor that pollutes the
results of bridge frequency extraction from the ve-
hicle’s vibration. For a full-car model, the bridge’s
frequencies cannot be directly identifed by accel-
erations or CP responses. Instead, residual CP re-
sponses of front and rear wheels can be utilized to
eliminate the negative efects of road roughness, and
the bridge frequencies can be extracted clearly.

(3) Te 3D vehicle body’s rocking, pitching, and vertical
vibrations are relatively low compared to the wheel’s
vibration amplitude (around 1/10 in this study).
Even though they cannot be utilized directly to
identify the bridge’s frequencies, they play a role in
calculating CP responses for each tire.

(4) Robustness of the proposed method is verifed under
diferent road roughness classes, vehicle speeds, tire
damping, noise levels, and bridge damping. Among
the above infuence factors, road roughness classes
and tire damping have little infuence on the bridge
frequency identifcation results. High vehicle speed
makes the frequency resolution low but bridge fre-
quencies are still identifable. Environmental noises
can negatively afect bridge frequency identifcation
in the high-frequency range (>20Hz in this study).
High bridge damping restrains the transmission of
the bridge’s dynamic information to the vehicle and
thus has inverse efects on identifying bridge
frequencies.

(5) Considering practical applications of the proposed
method, two on-site measurement factors are in-
vestigated: vehicle body sensor position and SPI. It is
shown that the errors introduced by vehicle body
sensor position can be eliminated when calculating
the CP responses for tires, thus will not infuence
bridge frequency identifcation results. A novel
method to obtain the SPI is utilized, which cir-
cumvents errors introduced by manually measuring
axle distance and is thus more applicable in
engineering.

Even though encouraging results are obtained utilizing
the instrumented vehicle and the beam bridge model and
several infuence factors are investigated on scanning the
bridge frequencies, more realistic VBI models, including 3D
bridge and 3D road roughness, need to be further explored.
In addition, the efects of other factors, such as vehicle
engine infuence, ongoing trafc loads, temperature efects,
and vehicular model updating errors, are also important and
deserve deep investigations. Our future study will be ex-
tended to check more sophisticated models and the infu-
ence of the above factors and verify the efectiveness of the
proposed method in feld tests.
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Appendix

A. Matrices of the Vehicle
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Mv1 0

0 Mv2
 ,Mv1 �
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− cs3 b1cs3 a2cs3

− cs4 − b2cs4 a2cs4

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

Cv22 �

cs1 + ct1 0 0 0

0 cs2 + ct2 0 0

0 0 cs3 + ct3 0

0 0 0 cs4 + ct4

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,Kv22 �

ks1 + kt1 0 0 0

0 ks2 + kt2 0 0

0 0 ks3 + kt3 0

0 0 0 ks4 + kt4

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

Kv11 �

ks1 + ks2 + ks3 + ks4 − b1 ks1 + ks3(  + b2 ks2 + ks4(  − a2 ks3 + ks4(  + a1 ks1 + ks2( 

− b1 ks1 + ks3(  + b2 ks2 + ks4(  b
2
1 ks1 + ks3(  + b

2
2 ks2 + ks4(  a1b2ks2 − a1b1ks1 + a2b1ks3 − a2b2ks4

− a2 ks3 + ks4(  + a1 ks1 + ks2(  a1b2ks2 − a1b1ks1 + a2b1ks3 − a2b2ks4 a
2
1 ks1 + ks2(  + a

2
2 ks3 + ks4( 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

Kv12 �

− ks1 − ks2 − ks3 − ks4

b1ks1 − b2ks2 b1ks3 − b2ks4

− a1ks1 − a1ks2 a2ks3 a2ks4

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,Kv21 �

− ks1 b1ks1 − a1ks1

− ks2 − b2ks2 − a1ks2

− ks3 b1ks3 a2ks3

− ks4 − b2ks4 a2ks4

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

(A.1)
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